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In a previous paper we solved a well-defined subcase of the whole conformational enu-
meration problem ofn-alkanes. This paper offers a general solution. Most probably the rules
determining the sequences of the conformers slightly depend on the force field applied. Nev-
ertheless, the methods presented here can be applied in every case.
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1. Introduction

One hundred and twenty five years ago the concept of the tetrahedral carbon
atom [1] of van’t Hoff and Le Bell initiated the development of a new branch of chem-
istry, stereochemistry, with inherent three-dimensional viewpoint of molecules and their
transformations [2].

One of the basic tasks of stereochemistry is to enumerate the structural, config-
urational and conformational isomers of molecules. Since its birth the set of aliphatic
alkanes has been the most popular target for structural isomer enumeration studies [3].
In the 1930s Pólya established a general combinatorial theory [4], which was gradu-
ally modified [5] and extended [6]. Details concerning the current status of the enu-
meration of the structural isomers of aliphatic alkanes are to be found in recent pa-
pers [7].

Even for ann-alkane molecule due to its flexible carbon backbone the question of
the number of possible conformers arises. Further important questions are: (i) what are
the relative stabilities of the conformers and (ii) how can they transform to each other?
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After all, the macroscopic physical and chemical properties ofn-alkanes are statistical
averages over the ensembles of the conformers.

The conformational enumeration problem ofn-alkanes cannot be solved by means
of abstract mathematics [8] only and the current advanced experimental techniques can-
not give a decisive argument in this case [9] either. At present, the best solution seems to
be the combined application of theoretical chemical (physical) and abstract mathemati-
cal tools.

By conventional quantum chemical treatment, the various conformers of a given
molecule are related to the local minima of its conformational potential energy surface
(PES) deduced from the approximate solution of the non-relativistic, time-independent
Schrödinger equation within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation [10]. As far as the
saddle points of the conformational PES are concerned, the most important first-order
ones (transition states) connect the conformers to each other. Accordingly, the topology
of the conformational PES [11] determines the conformational properties of a molecule.

In a previous paper [12], a well-defined subcase of the conformational enumeration
problem ofn-alkanes was solved. By chance the conformers witht , g+ andg− torsional
angles are the most important ones forn-alkanes from thermodynamic point of view.
Our recent studies, however, have revealed that this does not hold true forn-silanes [13].
Therefore, the solution of the whole enumeration problem has some general relevance.
We have derived several independent solutions: this paper presents the simplest ones.

2. Rules determining the sequences of the conformers of freen-alkanes

In several papers, the conformational properties ofn-alkanes were studied by the-
oretical chemical methods at various levels of theory [14–16]. For the butane, pentane,
hexane, and heptane molecules, full ab initio conformational analyses were performed at
Hartree–Fock (HF) and second-order Moeller–Plesset (MP2) levels [15]. For the octane
molecule, the HF level was the highest considered [15]. With the help of an effective
one-electron method (SEOEM) parametrized on high-quality G2 data [17], all the con-
formers in the conformational space were determined up to undecane [16].

The following notation is used to designate the C–C–C–C torsional angles in the
isolatedn-alkane molecules:t : ∼ 180◦, g+: ∼ +60◦, g−: ∼ −60◦, x+: ∼ +95◦ and
x−: ∼ −95◦. From the quantum chemical calculation results, four rules were deduced
for the sequences of the conformers [15]:

(1) double sequences: (a)g+g− andg−g+ as well as (b)x+x− andx−x+ cannot occur;

(2) double sequences:g− should exist adjacent tox+ and g+ adjacent tox−:
. . . x+g− . . . , . . . g−x+ . . . , . . . x−g+ . . . , and. . . g+x− . . . ;

(3) triple sequences: (a)g+x−g+ and g−x+g− as well as (b)x+g+x−, x−g+x+,
x+g−x−, andx−g−x+ are not allowed;

(4) quadruple sequences:x+g−g−x+ andx−g+g+x− are forbidden.
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As far as rule (4) is concerned, our previous calculations [15] revealed that the se-
quences of the heptane and octane molecules containing the quadruple sequences under
consideration are not local minima on the conformational PES at the HF level regardless
of the size of the basis set applied. By considering electron correlation effects at the MP2
level, the small basis set calculations afforded similar results [15]. However, it is note-
worthy that the MM2 force field [18] seems to support only the first three rules [14,15].
Most likely, for other force fields the rules under consideration are a little bit different,
but the technique presented here may be applied in every case.

At present, two models are worth examining: model 1, when all four rules apply
and model 2 when only the first three rules are valid.

3. Conformers with t , g+ and g− torsional angles only

In our previous paper [12], for the number of the conformers witht , g+ andg−
torsional angles, i.e. the conformers in the setB1, the following equation was obtained:

Cn(B1) = 3n − 2

3

n−1∑
i=1

ωi3
n−i , (1)

wheren is the number of the free C–C–C–C torsional angles in the molecule;ωi are
integers and a recurrence relation is valid for them:

ωi+2 = 2ωi+1+ ωi with ω0 = 0 andω1 = 1. (2)

By application of mathematical induction, however, equation (3) can be easily obtained
from equations (1) and (2):

Cn(B1) = ωn+2− ωn+1 = ωn+1+ ωn, (3)

which leads to the following simple recurrence relation for the number of the conformers
in B1:

Cn+2(B1) = 2Cn+1(B1)+ Cn(B1) with C0(B1) = 1 andC1(B1) = 3. (4)

This relation can be transformed into an explicit formula:

Cn(B1) =
(

1

2
+ 1√

2

)(
1+√2

)n + (1

2
− 1√

2

)(
1−√2

)n
. (5)

Similarly, recurrence relations can be deduced for the equivalence classes of the con-
formers in the setB1:

kαn = 1,

k
β

n+4= 2kβn+2 + kβn + 2 with kβ0 = 0, kβ1 = 1, kβ2 = 1, andkβ3 = 4, (6)

kδn=
1

4

(
Cn(B1)+ 2kβn − 1

)
,
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wherekαn , kβn , andkδn are the numbers of the equivalence classes with one, two, and four
elements, respectively.

Relation (4) can also be derived with the help of graph theory. Some part of the
mixed binary and ternary rooted family tree of then-alkane conformers belonging to the
setB1 is shown in figure 1. The verticest andg have three and two children, respectively.
It is clearly seen that the following recurrence relations hold for them:

tn = tn−1 + gn−1,
(7)

gn = 2tn−1 + gn−1,

wheretn andgn are the numbers of the vertices at leveln with three and two children, re-
spectively. The level number corresponds to the number of the free torsional angles. The
number of the vertices at leveln affords the number of the conformers of then-alkane
molecule withn free torsional angles in the setB1:

Cn(B1)= tn + gn = tn−1 + gn−1 + 2tn−1 + gn−1 = 2(tn−1 + gn−1)+ tn−1

= 2Cn−1(B1)+ Cn−2(B1). (8)

It is to be seen that the same result was obtained as above.

4. Conformers in the setB: solution of the whole conformational enumeration
problem

The previously applied graph theoretical method can be used to enumerate all the
conformers in the conformational space, i.e. in setB [12]. Figure 2 shows the mixed
unary, ternary, quaternary and pentanary rooted family tree of then-alkane conformers
in the setB up ton = 3. An exhaustive detailed analysis of the whole family tree results
in the following set of simultaneous recurrence relations for model 1, i.e. when all the
four rules apply:

an= an−1 + bn−1 + dn−1,

bn= 2an−1 + bn−1 + bn−3 + cn−3 + cn−4,
(9)

cn= 2an−1 + bn−1 + bn−2 + bn−3 + 2cn−3 + cn−4,

dn= bn−1 + bn−2 + cn−1 + 2cn−2 + cn−3,

wherean, bn, cn anddn are the numbers of the vertices at leveln with five, four, one
and three children, respectively. Forn = 0, a0 = 1, b0 = c0 = d0 = 0 and forn < 0,
an = bn = cn = dn = 0. And finally, the number of the conformers of then-alkane
molecule withn free torsional angles can be obtained via equation (10):

Cn(B) = an + bn + dn. (10)

It is worthwhile to note that the vertices with one child should be neglected in equa-
tion (10) because of rule (2). Scheme 1 presents a short program written in C to enumer-
ate the conformers based on equations (9) and (10).
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Scheme 1. A C program to enumerate the conformers ofn-alkanes according to model 1.

In the case of model 2, i.e. neglecting rule (4), the above set of simultaneous recur-
rence relations reads as follows:

an = an−1 + bn−1 + dn−1,

bn = 2an−1 + bn−1 + bn−3 + cn−2 + cn−4,
(11)

cn= 2an−1 + bn−1 + bn−2 + bn−3 + cn−3 + cn−4,

dn = bn−1 + bn−2 + cn−1 + cn−2 + cn−3.

Using equation (11), the number of the conformers can be obtained with the help of
equation (10) in this case too. Table 1 lists the calculated values for the various models
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Table 1
Number of the conformers of freen-alkanes by the various models. Model 0: rule (la),

model 1: rules (1)–(4) and model 2: rules (1)–(3).

n Model 0 Model 1 Model 2

1 3 3 3
2 7 11 11
3 17 35 35
4 41 107 109
5 99 339 347
6 239 1073 1105
7 577 3375 3507
8 1393 10633 11135
9 3363 33525 35371

10 8119 105651 112343
11 19601 332941 356797
12 47321 1049305 1133207
13 114243 3306957 3599143
14 275807 10421967 11431063
15 665857 32845327 36305649
16 1607521 103513709 115308721
17 3880899 326228241 366226729
18 9369319 1028123557 1163155753
19 22619537 3240180157 3694245273
20 54608393 10211580633 11733121945
21 131836323 32182277499 37265026883
22 318281039 101423965833 118355731271
23 768398401 319642412979 375904173873
24 1855077841 1007368140211 1193891891823
25 4478554083 3174768208785 3791864917001
26 10812186007 10005431759263 12043167097497
27 26102926097 31532590122723 38249747002215
28 63018038201 99376445091607 121483255514989
29 152139002499 313189554080745 385837359123841
30 367296043199 987031652156513 1225440222727991
31 886731088897 3110676807889763 3892064114500595
32 2140758220993 9803444683903509 12361405142762380
33 5168247530883 30896018328432150 39260488164678835
34 12477253282759 97370259059799520 124693423856546550
35 30122754096401 306866964169575350 396033026585146800
36 72722761475561 967105711825511600 1257822211431372000
37 175568277047523 3047879267084092000 3994911053787981000
38 423859315570607 9605535272029320000 12688052558331027000
39 1023286908188737 30272297481937875000 40297937940401080000
40 2470433131948081 95404573392538760000 127988420191571700000

up to n = 40. In the table, model 0 designates the results obtained via equation (4).
All the calculation results were verified against those afforded by the ENUMERAT pro-
gram [15]. They are precisely the same. It is noteworthy that model 1 and model 2
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integer sequences obtained for the number of the conformers of freen-alkanes do not
occur inThe Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences[19].

As far as the data in table 1 are concerned, we should note that (1) our models are
related to isolated molecules, i.e. they do not consider, for instance, the intermolecular
interactions between the chains belonging to different molecules and (2) the most sta-
ble n-alkane conformers belong to setB1, i.e. thex torsional angles have destabilizing
effects.

Chains ofn-alkanes andn-alkyl groups are the simplest among the molecules with
higher dimensional structures. Therefore, studying their conformational properties can
provide some help in solving the famous folding problem of proteins. It is well known
that for smalln-alkanes (∼C4–C12) the “all-trans” form is the global minimum on the
PES, i.e. the conformer with the lowest total energy. For larger molecules, the situa-
tion can be quite different. For example, it was shown by the MM2 force field that for
n-alkanes larger than C17, the global minimum structures were folded [20]. Recently, the
C39H80 molecule has become a standard for evaluating the merits of the various confor-
mational searching procedures [21,22]. According to table 1, for this molecule (n = 36)
the number of the local minima is overwhelmingly large even if we consider only the
most stable ones (∼ 1014). The sequence of the lowest energy conformer found by MM2
so far is(t, t, t, t, t, t, t, g− , t, t, g+, g+, t, g+, t, t, t, t, t, t, t, t, t, g− , g−, t, g−, g−, t,
t, t, t, t, t, t, t), i.e. it belongs to the setB1 [22]. For the molecule under consideration,
determination of the global minimum conformation is a challenging computational and
theoretical task. However, most likely the order of the MM2 relative energies of the
n-alkane conformers is wrong [22].
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